
Some suggestions for games… 



Game 1 
Everyone has twelve paper cups and they make their 
own structure.  Five minutes. 
 
Game 2 
2 cups per person. We go round the group and each 
person adds 1 of their cups to the structure then we go 
round again. If the group is small, we can go round a few 
times. 



The bucket is in the middle of 
the group.   Everyone starts 
with a ping pong ball and tries 
to throw it in the bucket.  Lots 
of the balls will miss and the 
children can try and pick them 
up, go back to their seats and 
throw again until all the balls 
are used up.  Proximity to the 
bucket can be adjusted 
according to need. 



? How am I helping? Each child is given a card with a sentence, or a 
symbol or a photo, according to need, which 
indicates a way of helping someone.  They 
mime it to the group and the group has to 
guess how they are being helpful. 



The Sight Game 
 
The following illusions are shown and the Trailblazers are asked the questions 
that accompany them. 



What colour are the 
dots? 











Do you see a horse or a frog? 



Do you see trees or 
a face? 



The ‘Do you believe 
it?’ game 



A gorilla has a big tummy because it is too fat! 

 



Elephants are afraid of mice 

 



Air from a sneeze can travel at 30mph 



Dromedaries can drink 100 litres of water 

 



Most of an iceberg is under water 



Who is hiding? 
The camouflage game. 















Flap the fish 

Each child in turn flaps 
the fish between two 
points – with help if 
necessary.  Applause 
when they reach the 
goal – useful for any of 
the fish related stories. 
For Jonah and the 
whale, have a large 
black card whale. 



Cake or cracker? 

Eyes covered.  
Each child has two 
tiny portions and 
has to guess which 
is which. 



Five minutes to build a 
lego wall.  Then 
everyone in turn has a 
go at blowing it down 
with a drinking straw.  
Good for walls of 
Jericho. 



Also good for walls of Jericho.  
Collaborative effort to add blocks to 
make a wall – doesn’t have to be Jenga 
shaped.  Then everyone knocks it down.  
Fun! 



Taking turns to find Wally…. 













Taking turns to see how long the grasshopper sticks 
before he jumps!  Everyone can count or use a phone 
as a timer. 



Flying teddy 
 
Two leaders hold the ends of a bungy strap and each child 
gets the opportunity to catapult the teddy towards a point 
or marker – not very far away.  Everyone seems to enjoy 
this! 



Knock down the bulrushes to see the 
baby in the basket…. 



Giant pick up sticks – try to take one 
without moving the rest but, hey, it 
doesn’t matter if you do!  This is for older 
children. 



Ten minutes to build a lego bridge that a car can go 
underneath.   


